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Abstract. WC indicate how. u%ing a clsssification technique adopted from Jonkers, a hierarchy of 
attribute evaluation algorithms can be obtained. A first requirement for applying this technique 
tin which abstraction is a central notion) is an abstract formulation of the problem at ?land. To 
that end we introduce the notion of an object evaluation f+;ructure. Within this abstract context 
we then develop (the beginning of1 a particular branch in the hierarchy of algorithms, leading to 
an algorithm that embodies the essence of an attribute evaluation algorithm by Jalili. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with the systematic classification of attribute evaluation 
algorithms, a large number of w9lich can be found in the literature (see the bib- 
liographies [ 1, 1 I]). In this context, a major problem is constituted by the large 
amount of (irrelevant) details contained in the description of most algorithms. Often 
these details tend to obscure the essence of II:, strtitegies presented, and to make 
comparison difficult; therefore, abstracting from them is prerequisite. What remains 
are formulations of evaluation strategies containing only relevant details. The latter 
details can then be used as a criterion for classification, leading to a hierarchy of 
algorithms in which strategies are ordered according to the details relevant to them. 
It is believed that such a hierarchy should be presented “top-down”, i.e., going 
from less detailed algorithms to more detailed ones, as this leads to a compact and 
coherent treatment. A way of doing this will be discussed shortly. 
(We note that the situoation sketched abov e applies to almost any problem in 
computing science for which a large amount of ~0144tio,~1 hwe btm; ~rr~ntcd. Also 
the classf%ation technique to be described next is more widely ap,plicabln; therefore 
it will be discussed in general terms, rather than in terms of attribute evaluation.) 
First we consider the kinds of detail involved in algorithmic problems. TWO types 
can be discerned, which we shall call “problem details” and “algorithm details”. 
Problem derdls are restrictions on the data constituting the problem, known to 
hold as a precondition to execution of’an algorithm. Problem details can be viewed 
as restricting the class of problems under consideration, and as such allow of efficient 
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solutions. To fix the thoughts, consider the well-known problem of sorting a sequence 
of numbers. Typical problem details in this context are: “all numbers are different”’ 
or “all numbers lie between fixed upper and lower bounds”. 
&&rhrrr &rails are restrictions on the freedom of data manipulation by 
algorithms. Again in the context of sorting numbers, “only exchanging adjacent 
numbers is allowed” may serve as an example. Clearly, an algorithm containing 
little such details is very free in its operation (which may express itself in a high 
degree of nondeterminism, and, consequently, in the fact that it need not terminate). 
Such freedom is reflected by a sufficiently abstract choice of data representation. 
Algorithms containing few algorithm details are commonly referred to as “abstract 
algorithms”. They are fairly easy to prove (partially) correct, but may be intolerably 
inefficient. Addition of algorithm details leads to more complex, but also more 
eficient algorithms. 
For some algorithmic problems, a hierarchy of solutions (“algorithms”) can now 
be obtained as follows: First, the problem under consideration is formulated in a 
way containing no problem detaits that are not absolutely essential, and a first 
solution to this problem is presented. (These are referred to as basic problem and 
busic solution, respectively.) The basic solution is required to contain very few 
algorithm details, and its partial correctness should be easy to show. Then, a hierarchy 
of solutions to the basic problem is obtained by adding algorithm details to the 
basic solution (and again to resulting solutions). Addition of such details to an 
algorithm is accomplished by applying correctness-preserving transformations to thai:. 
algorithm (where, together with the correctness of the basic solution, the correctness 
preservation of these transformations guarantee.., = the correctness of all, solutions 
obtained). After adding a problem detail to the basic problem, yielding a restricted 
probiem, the same technique can be used to obtain a hierarchy of solutions to the 
latter problem; be it that a starting point for such a hierarchy will not have to be 
discovered (and proved) separately: any solution to the basic problem can be taken 
as such (since addition of a problem detail really amounts to reduction of the basic 
problem to a special case). Continuing this way (by alternatingly adding algorithm 
details (i.e., applying transformations) and adding problem details) the so!utiows 
to an algorithmic problem can be discussed in a coherent way. In doing so, we 
demand that each algorithm is discussed as a solution to a problem containing as 
few problem detai!s as possible (or, said differently, that it really depends on UN 
the problem details of the associated problem). 
For a more elaborate description of the technique outlined above we refer TV [?I<, 
In particular, applying this technique to the problem of at&&&c WB:QSU;, :li 
hierarchy of attribute evaluation algorithms can be obtainled. lra this paper, we 
mainly con5ne ourselves to the der{ivation sf a particular path in this hierxchy, 
leading to fan abstract formulation of) the algorithm presented by .IaIili in [6] 
(although other branches will be indicated as well). For this purpose, not alI 
ingredients of the above scheme are needed. In particular, as all algorithms presented 
are mlutions to the basic problem, no problem details will have to be imposed (see 
also Section IO). Also, for reasons of conciseness we start off with an algorithm that 
cannot be truly regarded as being the basic solution because of the algorithm details 
contained in it (see Section 4). Finally, only one particular type of correctness- 
preserving transformations will be used (to be treated in the next section). 
The organization of this paper is as follows: After outlining the transformation 
strategy to be used in Section 2, the basic problem and our starting algorithm will 
be presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In subsequent sections, the latter is 
transformed into an abstract equivalent of Jalili’s algorithm. At a particular point, 
it is also shown that a transition from partial to total correctness has been achieved 
and, moreover, that the totally correct algorithms run in time linear with respect to 
the number of attributes to be evaluated. Finally, Section 10 contains some conclud- 
ing remarks. 
2. A particular strategy for correctnesepreserving transformations 
The technique under consideration is discussed and justified at length in [7]. 
Here, we only provide a short description, and, in fact, describe a simplified form 
of the technique. Namely, instead of “intermediate assertions”, associated with a 
particular point in the program text, we use “loop invariants” to express relations 
between variables, where a loop invariant corresponds to an assertion at four places 
in the program: one before the loop (after initialization), one at the beginning of 
the loop body, one at the end of the loop body, and one following the loop. This 
simplification is made possible by the fact that our algorithms consist essentially of 
a single loop. Throughout, “invariant” is used as a synonym for loop invariant, 
except in one place, where it will be indicated explicitly. 
Let an algorithm S be given and let it be accompanied by a number of invariants 
enabling us to show its correctness (i.e., to show that S meets its specification). The 
transformation technique am _...ounts to replacing some of the variables in S by new 
variables in a correctness-preserving manner, thus realizing a change of data rep- 
resentation. Two typical goals that can be achieved this way are: 
- reducing the nondeterminism in S (in which case the new variables are used 
to control the nondeterminism); 
- enabling operations on data to be carried out more efficiently. 
In more detail, a transformation is accomplished iE four p’h~r~~: 
(1) 
(2) 
CI-ioose fresh variables and express the intended rzfatisn &W~P;I these new 
variables and the old ones (particularly those to be repfaced) in a number of 
additional invariants. (Of course, the choice of new variables and of those 
to be replaced should be guided by the objecti-le to be reached with this 
transformation.) 
Insert assignnnents to the newly introduced variables in the algorithm in order 




Replace expressions in terms of old variables by espres\ions in terms of new 
ones, thereby exploiting the relations between thestl variables as laid down 
in the invariants. Due to thew rcplacemcnt~, the variables that uere meant 
to be replaced should be redundant nwr, which means that they are used 
only in assignments to themselves. Assignments to such redundant variables 
can now be removed from the program text. 
The redundant variables, removed from the program text in phase (31, still 
appear in the invariants. Again using the relations between old and new 
variables, rewrite the invariants so as to remove the redundant variables. 
Correctness preservation of the above scheme was established by Jonkers. 
However, entirely outside the scope of the transformation process is the guarantee 
of termination preservation for the newly obtained algorithm. in fact, in the context 
of partial correctness, one should be more concerned with the absence of “termina- 
tion disabling**: a transformation should not exclude the derivation of a properly 
terminating algorithm later on. Although this is surely a point of interest, no attention 
will be paid to it in this paper. 
3. Basic problem 
I. 
Below, a short review of the concept of an attribute grammar and attribute 
evaluation is presented in a style that can be found at numerous places in the 
literature. The essential features of this description are then laid down in the 
formulation of the basic problem. 
An attribute grammar ( AG) is obtained from a context-free grammar (consisting 
of nonterminal symbols, termioal symbols, production rules, and a start symbol) 
by providing each nonterminal symbol with a finite set of aftributes, and providing 
each production rule with a finite set of setnan& rules. 
Each attribute is classified as either inherited or synthesi=4d, and has associated 
with it a fype, i.e., a set of values of some sort. The start symbol is required to have 
synthesized attributes only. 
A semantic rule associated with production rule p is a function specifying the 
value of some attribute occurring in p in terms of the values of certain other attribur~,-: 
occurring in p (where “occurring in p” means “being associated w&h 3 :ww.~ ;+wl 
symbol occurring in p”). 
The AG is required to ble in ttor~~~~l ~&TN, i.e., for each production rule p &e 
following holds: 
- The semantic rules define only synthesized attributes of p’s left-hand side 
nonterminal and inherited ones of p’s ri ht-hand side nonter~in~ls~ and for 
each such attribute there is exactly on 
-P; n;xtic rule uses as arguments only inherited attributes of p’s left-hand 
side nonterminal and synthesized ones of p’s right-hand side nonterminals. 
This en& the description of an attribute grammar. 
Fur a derit ation tree t of an AG (whose root is labeled with the start symbol), 
the occurrence of attributes in I is defined via the labeling of its nodes as fol!ows: 
if node u is labeled with nonterminal symbol X, then every attribute s of X gives 
rise to an attribute of ‘4, denoted (a, 11). Also, as E is built from a number of (copies 
of) production rules, the semantic rules of these productions can be translated 
immediately into semantic rules of 1. Using the normal form requirement (and the 
fact that 1% root has synthL_ -7ed attributes only), it is easy to see that for every 
attribute occurring in I there is exactly one semantic rule of t defining the attribute 
. 
vi.49 ue. 
Given a derivation tree t. pwfiwming attribute evaluation_for t is defined as assigning 
a value to all attributes occurring in r, such that for attribute (a, uj its value is 
- an element of the type associated with a; 
- in accordance with the values of certain other attributes occurring in 1, such 
as prescribed by the unique semantic rule defining (a, u). 
Remark. Rather than in the values of all attributes, sometimes one is interested 
only in the values of a certain restricted set of attributes; notably the (synthesized) 
attributes of the root of t (in which case these attributes are said to contain the 
meaning of I). This possibility will be modeled in the formulation of the basic 
problem. 
Finally, an algorithm is said to perform attribute evaluation &for an AG if it is 
capable of performing attribute evaluation for every derivation tree of the AG. This 
ends the description of attribute evaluation. 
For a derivation tree f only attributes of neighbouring nodes in I can be related 
to each &~a via semantic rules (as the semantic ruies are defirrcc;’ wittiin the scope 
of the individual productions)+ Exploitation of ih” kz~~ti +&e itid& tai 1 particular 
class of cficiesnt evsiuation algorithms, cakd trz~ WMW~ ~P&WWE ;ti.g*, see [3]); 
hovievea, from a conceptual point of view the locality of iutttibute dependencies 
cons%itwtcs irreldeva,nt information: it really is P problem detail.. An obvious way to 
abstract fkom this detail is to turn af,tributcs 08’ a [which are pairs {a, u)) int’o %bjects’* 
Qan object being a not further specified primitive concept), thereby removing the 
entire underlyi tree si,rwcture from the dkeussion. Mso the distinction between 
inherited and s siaeB ~ttrjbut~s th n d~s~~~~a~s. 8s this information is hidden 
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in the first component of the pair (a, ~3.) This leads to the formulation of the basic 
problem presented next I in a couple of stages): 
0 = (OB, fl, type, args, rules, WI, 
where 
. 
OB is a finite set, 
0 is a finite set of sets, 
typeE (OB+R), 
. argsk iOB-*OB*), 
rules = {rule, 1 x E OB}, where 
(AxxEOB: 
rule, E (Xi: 1 6 iS #(args(x)): type(args(x).i))-,type(.89), 
-IV G OB. 
Notational convention 3.2. Functions denoted by --, are total functions; part.ial 
functions are denoted by -+P. A function Is sometimes considered as a set of ordered 
pairs. If A is a se!, then A* denotes the set of all finite sequences over A. If s E A*, 
then the ith element of s is denoted by s.i, for i 2~ 1,. , . , #(s) (#fs) is the length of 
s). In addition, rng( s) denotes the set of all elements of s, i.e., rng(s) = 
(s.i 1 I s i s R(s)}. We use the format (A(dummy) : (range) : (rem)) to denote universal 
quantification of the (term) with tr”ie (dummy) ranging as indicated in the (range). 
Similarly, x’ denotes Cartesian product, E denotes existential quantification, and IJ 
denotes (generalized) set union. 
For an object evaluation structure as above, the elements of 08 are called objects, 
elements of 62 are called sets of object values, and, for each x E OB, type(x) is the 
type of X, args( x) contains the atpments of x and rule, is the rule dejning x. Finally, 
W is called the set of wanted objects.’ The correspondence between these concepts 
and their respective counterparts in the description given earlier should be obvious 
(where W is used to model the set of objects whose value one is eventually interested 
in). 
Definition 3.3. Let 0 = (OB, In, type, args, rc;: !a’: be an objecg W&J&- ; 
structure. 
(i) Let Vr OB. V is se&conhmipd if,, for all x r~ V, rngf args(x)) CY V 
(ii] tct ~a!E~OB-+JJJ V:V6 : V))J be a par4ial function. val is coiuisltemP if 
(a) dom(val) is self-cant 
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N~tatimal convention 3.4. Here, and in the sequel, (VAL(args( x))) is shorthand for 
(val(args(x).l ), . . . . valbrgs~x).~(args(x)~~), 
i.e., the tuple containing (in order) the results of the expressions val(args(x).i), for 
i : 1 =G i s #(args( x)). For a function val (as above) and an object x such that 
x E dom(val) holds, we shall refer to val( x) as the u&e of X. 
In what follows, the following definition will be useful: 
Definition 3.5. Let 0 = (OB, 0, type, args, rules, W) be an object evaluation struc- 
ture, and let x E OB and YE OB. x direcf!,, depends on y, denoted J-X, if y E 
rng(args(x)). As usual, relations ii-s, (“depends on”) and * denote the transitive, 
and the reflexive and transitive closure of -, respectively. 
The notion of consistency as laid down in Definition 3.3( ii) formalizes the demands 
that should be made on the (relative) values of objects. For a given object evaluation 
structure 0=(OB, R, type, args, rules, W), the act of performing (object) evaluation 
now consists in constructing a partial function val such that val is consistent and 
dofti(val) comprises W (for recall that W embodies the objects whose values we 
are eventually interested in). That is, the basic problem can be specified as finding 
a program text S satisfying 
[ con OB, J2, type, args, rules, W { 0) 
; viar val : OB -“Q(U V:kLkV) 
;S U’U 
II 
where names preceded by eon are constants, and names preceded by var are variables 
in S. Furthermore, Q and R stand for 
Q = (OB, 0, type, args, rules, W) is an object evaluation structure, 
R = (dom(val) =, W) A (val is consistent). , 
4. Starting point 
To obtain a first solution to the object ev&-,t&: @wiener CX+~&ZT the desired 
post-rendition 
(dom(val) 2 WI A (val is consistent). 
To maIke f’ormwbae in the remainder more compact and readable, get us now introduce 
variable I/; a set of objects, as an abbreviation for dorn(val). With this convention, 
the postcondition, foirrnulated earlier ~rex&s 
W) A (val is conslist 
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The second conjunct of R0 (extended with a self-evident bound for U) will serve 
as an invariant to our algorithm: 
$0.0: ( Y G OH) A 1 val is consistent I. 
Also, our intentions concerning U will be expressed by the additional invariant 
P0.t : U = domtval). 
Remark. As stated above, the introduction of U merely serves to provide a textual 
abbreviation for dom(val). However. it may also be looked upon as providing a 
~~rcrsf~afiort of dom(val). Dependent on an actual implementation. such a rep- 
resentation may make doml WI) more eficiently accessible. However. in the context 
h-level algorithms in this paper--enpressed in terms of sets, functions, 
etc .-we do not regard efiicicnt access to be a rctevant issue. 
Initialization U,val:= C9,0 establishes RI.0 A PO. I, and our aim is to extend val 
under invariance of PO.0 A PO. t, until condition U U’ is satisfied. As is easily 
checked from Definition 3.3, rng( args( x 1) _ U is a suffteicntly strong precondition 
for statement 
val:= val<J {(x, rule,(VAL(args(s))))} 
to preserve the consistency of val, i.e. pO.0, while ci :- U w (x} then preserves PO. 1. 
The former statement will be denoted as val( s I:= rule, t VAL(args( x 1) 1 throughout. 
Remark. In the algorithms in this paper, objects are evaluated at most once, i.e., 
for a certain object x the addition of a pair Ix, rule,( VAL(args( x 1))) to val occurs 
at most once. This is a sufficient condition for val to remain a jiincfim under such 
additions. 
The following algorithm reflects the ideas developed above in a straightforward 
manner; therefore its partial correctness should be obvious: 
Algorithm 0 
var: U:setofobjects;val:OB+U v:t’~fi:v) 
post: R0: ( U 2 WI A (val is consistent) 
inv: f%k m.0~ p8.t. where 
m.0: ( L! G OB) A (val is consistent) 
PO.1 : CI =dom(val) 
action: U, val :- t!, 0; ( PO} 
Notational convention 4.1. For the notation of algorithms we base ourselves on the 
guarded command language of Dijkstra [2]. Additional conventions wiII be given 
upon first use. Here is one: Execution of a statement of the form let y : P(y), where 
_V is a fresh name in the context and P(_t*) is a condition in terms of ~7, associates a
t nondeterministically chosen 1 value to the name y such that P(JY) holds. (If no such 
value exists then the etfect of the statement is undefined.) After that, 1’ may be used 
as a constant in the program; its scope runs to the end of the language construct 
in which the let-statement occurs (e.g. if-clause, do-statement ). 
If object x is delivered by the statement let x:x E OB\ U (or a corresponding 
statement in what follows), then we say that x is oisi~d. Such a visit is either 
.WCCC.W~~~ ( upon detecting rng(args( x1 i s U 1 or unsucces$ul (otherwise). Clearly, 
a visit to x may be interpreted as an attempt o evaluate x. 
4lgorithm 0 can be regarded to satisfy a number of algorithm details already, eSg., 
(i) 
(ii) 
“Objects are evaluated in isolation”, i.e., objects cannot be evaluated “simul- 
taneously” in groups (using some iterative process). In particular, this 
algorithm detail excludes the evaluation of objects contained in a cycle (i.e., 
objects x such that x+k~), although values not violating the consistency may 
exist for such objects. t Note that, as a consequence, the values of objects 
that do get evaluated by Algorithm 0 are uniquely determined.) 
“Yo object is evaluated more than once”. Namely, any object once success- 
fully visited is never visited again. 
5. Restricting the visiting of objects I 
The aim of this section is to tran,sform Algorithm 0 in such a way that, instead 
of determining an arbitrary pair ( V, val) satisfying RO, the algorithm determines 
such a pair for which V is as small as possible. To formalize this idea, consider 
the following definition: 
Defirrition 5.1. Function dep: dep E ( lio(OB) * P(OB)) is defined by 
dep(V)=(xl(xEOEP)A(Eo:u~ kx60)) 
for all V:VgOB. 
irrcd, 
Using the notion of dep. the objective of this section can now be formulated as 
the imposition of the following algorithm detail II: 
Notice that, in any al orithm meeting detail I), it is also necessary to visit all 
objects in depl W), since depf WI is the .smullest self-contained set comprising MC 
In the remainder of this section, two approaches to the imposition of detail D 
are discussed. The algorithm resulting from the first approach can be considered as 
a starting point for the derivation of a particular class of evaluation algorithms 
(whose development will not kc pursued in this paper. however). The algorithm 
resulting from the second approach will be used as a basis for further transfbrmations. 
The most straightforward way to impose detail D is to introduce a set of objects 
W’, related to U and W by the additional invariant 
PO.2 : W’ = dep( W ,\ U. 
Clearly, W’ exactly contains the objects that still may be visited in any algorithm 
meeting detail I> (and that has no re-evaluation); hence objects to be visited can 
be chosen from WC. invariance of PO.2 is established, respectively preserved, by 
inserting assignments to W’ in Algorithm 0 as follows: 
u := H + U, W’ :- v), dep( W) 
To make the resulting algorithm obey detail D, we replace 
thus obtaining 
Algorithm O* (action only) 
action: L!* vat, W’ :== 8.6). dept W ); 
W ) ( IV’ f 4). strt: Remwk) 
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Remark. Assuming the validity of PM-PO.2 we shall show ( U a W) = ( W’= (4). 
This equivalence guarantees the legality of the let-statement (cf. Notational conven- 
tion 4.1 I: 
= { (_“I: U self-contained, Property 5.2( iii), 
(I- 1: Property 5.2( i1) 
U zdep( WI 
= (PO.21 
W’ = (1. 
No variables have been made redundant by this transformation In the final 
algorithm guard ---I( U 2 W) is replaced by the equivalent form W’ # (b, and invariants 
are strengthened as follows: observing that U c dep( W) holds, replace PO.2 by 
(Uu W’=dep!W!)n(Un W’=(3). 
Use the first conjunct to replace condition U c OB in PO.0. This yields the new set 
of invariants 
P1 .O: ( U u W’ = dep( W)) A (va! is consistent), 
P1.2 : U = dom(val ). 
Finally. P1 .O and W’ = fl together imply the postcondition 
RI : ( U = dep( W)) A (val is consistent). 
The resulting algorithm reads: 
Algorithm 1 
var: U, W’: set ofobjects; val:OB jt, (U V: VE fk V) 
pm: RI: (U =dep( W))A(val isconsistent) 
inv: PI = Pt.0~ PI.1 A PI.2 (seeabove) 
action: &I#, vat, W’ := fl, fl, dep( W); (PI ) 
do W’?gfl 
+ let x : x E W’, 
this process can be combined with finding an evaluation ordel- for dep( I!‘), for 
instance by recording the objects in a sequence. ordered via relation -. i Note that 
this requires a change of representation of depr W.) Having such an evaluation 
order at hand, it i(c ea%y to ensure that an>’ skit paid b!, the algorithm tail1 be a 
successful one. In this sense Algorithm I can be viewed as a starting point for the 
derivation of algorithms that first sort the objects in dept N9, before starting the 
evaluation of objects (e.g. see [ 10]). 
In Section 5.1, W contained CL!/ objects still to be visited. This property. expressed 
by PC, <an be regarded unattractive, as was argued before. In our present approach. 
W’ will only contain a SUI~UV of the objects still to be visited, which is expressed by 
PO.3 : W’s dep[ u’ I\, t\. 
Also, objects to be visited will be chosen from W’. 
Now unlike PO.2 in Section 5.1, PO.3 (together with W” = 0) is too weak to derive 
the desired postcondition- notably U = depf M-from. This can be remedied by 
keeping the additional invariant 
PO.4 : w 5 W” w u, 
as will be shown in the sequel. 
Remark. The insuiliciency of PO.3 (and the need to introduce PO.4) has an 
operational interpretation as well: PO.3 offers too much freedom in the initialization 
of W’. Namely, concerning P0.3, any subset of dept W) will do for this initialization. 
Now removal of an object x from W’ is accompanied by addition of .V to U (s is 
evaluated ), and U is self-contained; hence upon removal of s from W’, U 2 dep( {x} 1 
holds. Wanting to infer U = dep( W)-or rather U 2 dep( WI-upon detecting W’ = 
0, we must make sure that initially W’ at least contains W. Condition PO.4 exactly 
ensures this. 
An additional advantage of an initial value for W’ containing W is, that it makes 
it possible to visit the whole set dep( W) by adding to W’ nn[v arguments of objects 
already contained in W*. For the following algorithms, this is a termination argument, 
rather than a correctness argument. 
Now to establish the invariance of PO.3 h PO.4, W’ can be initiali& as ~q ,yzt 
comprising CIP and nlot exceeding depd W). The choice IV’:-- &p? “&‘i ixzd;rbs te LX 
invariance of pQ.2, ‘and hence to thle appraalch in the preceding sulxecztion. l-%x@ 
we make the other extreme choiice W’:- W Thus the fo~llowing assignments to w’ 
will be inserted in AI rithm 0 so IS ta vali&te 513 A m.4: 
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Nest, replacements will be made in order to make the algorithm obey detail D. The 
requirement that only objects in dep( W) are visited is met by replacing 
let .Y : s c 0 W, U --* let s : .x E W’. 
To make all objects in dep( U’) visitable, objects will have to be added to W’. Such 
an addition should of course preserve the invariance of PO.3 A P0.4, i.e., objects 
added to W’ should be contained in dep( W)\ U. Such objects are at our disposal 
in the second alternative of the if-clause: there XE dep( W) holds, hence 
rng( args( x ) ) c dep( W), and by the guard -+ rng( args( x)) c U) holds. The objects 
in the non-empty set rng(args(s)l\U are therefore amenable for insertion in U”, 
and we replace 
skip -B W’:= W’ u (rng(args(x))\U). 
Thus we obtain 
Algorithm O** (action only) 
action: U, val, W' := (4, (3, W; 
30 d U 2 W) ( W’ f 0, see Remark} 
--* let x : .Y E W’; 
if rngiargs( x )) E U 
+ val(x) := rule, (VAL( args( x))); 
w, W’:= u u {x}, W’\(x) 
Cl i(rng(args(x)) c U) 
3 W’:= W’u (rng(args(x))\ U) 
fi 
od 
For this algorithm, the following additional invariant can easily be shown to hold: 
P&S: V E dcp( W) 
Remark. We show the equivalence ( U 2 W E ( W’=(3): 
i&W 
* {PO&, Property 521iii)) 




U 1 M/. 
No variables have been made redun ant by this transformation. In the final 
uard ---I( 19 2 W) wilt be replace y the equivalent form W’+ crl, and 
thened as follows: PM, 1190.3 can be rewritten as 
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(Uu W’cdep( W))nUh W’== 441. The first conjunct is combined with P0.4; the 
resulting exprecsion is written in shorthand as W c U u W’S_ dep( W), and will, in 
its turn, be used to replace U c QB in PO.0. This yields 
U v W’G dep( WP) h (val is consistent), 
P2.1: wn W’=B, 
P2.2: W = domlval). 
Finally, as a new postcondition 
Rz ; ( Cl = dep( W)) A (val is consistent 1 
is justified: it is implied by P2.0 A P2.2 A l W’ = t9,i (use Property 5.2Gii I). Thus, the 
final algorithm is: 
Algorithm 2 
var: W, W’: set of objects; val: OB dP (1 J V: V E l2 : V) 
post: R2: ( U = dep( W)) n (val is consistent 1 
inv: P2 = P2.0~ P2.1 A P2.2 (see above) 
action: U, val, W” := 0, H, W; (P2) 
do W’#@j 
+ let s : x E W’; 
if rng( args( x ) ) C_ U 
+val(xb:= rule,(VCaL(args(.u))); 
u, W’ := il w {x}, W#\{x} 
0 -4 rng(args( x 1) c U ) 
3 W’:= W’u frng(args(x))\ Y) 
fi Ip3 
d IR2) 
Apart from detail D, yet another algorithm detail B has been imposed on the fly 
during the last transformation: 
B : with an unsuccessful visit to object x, all of x’s arguments that 
have not been evaluated yet are added to MI”. 
A more liberal starting point woulid be to add an arbitrary Inonempty) subx~ of’ 
mg( args( x))\ U to W’ with an unsarcc42ssful visit to x. During su3xeqnent transfOrlma- 
tions, this decision could then be refio)ied so BS to add the entire set mg(args(xW+ U 
(i.e., impose restriction B) or, for instance, to a gj exactly one argument with each 
unsuccessful visit. The latter approach will not be pur:,ued in this pap 
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6. Restricting the visiting of objects II 
The aim of this section is the imposition of algorithm detail V: 
V : objects are visited in a last-in, first-out manner (with respect o W’). 
The reason for preferring last-in, first-out behaviour is obvious: with an unsuccess- 
ful visit to object x a number of arguments of x are added to W’, and it is reasonable 
to visit (i.e., to try and evalutite) these arguments before visiting x itself again. 
(Otherwise, the next visit to x would surely be unsuccessful again.) 
introduce a stack of objects, called S, to model the contents of W’ when subject 
to the restriction. However, we cannot hope for the relation rng( S) = W’ to be 
attainable as, due to the imposition of detail f?, stack S may contain several 
occurrences of some object X. This makes it very hard (if not impossible) to represent 
the operation W’:= W’\(x) in terms of S while keeping the relation rng( S) = W’ 
invariant. (By convention, a stack is only provided with operations concerning its 
top element.) As removal of an object from W’ only occurs following the evaluation 
of that object, the problem is solved by keeping the relation 
P2.3 : W’ = rng( S)\ U. 
Also, for use in what follows we shall maintain 
P2.4:S=()eotTOP(S)L u. 
In order to establish the invariance of P2.3 and P2.4, the following additions will 
be made in Algorithm 2: 
(9 U, val, W’ := 4), 8, W 
+ U, vat, W’,S := 44, f19 W, (); 
for 1%’ : w E w + s := PUSH( s, w) rof 
(ii) Concurrent assignment U, W' := U u (x}, W’\(x) does not affect the validity 
of P2.3. However, addition of x to U may falsify P2.4. The latter can be 
restored by 
u, W’:= u u (x), W’\(x) 
+ u, W’:= u v (x), W’\(x); 
doS#()candTOP(S)E U 
--) s:= POP(S) 
68 
bbtationali convention 6.t. Execution of a statement of the form for y : P(y) + S rof 
(where y is a fresh n me, P(y) is a condition in terms of _I’* and S is a statement 
sequence) amounts to execution of S one for each Y satisfyin 
ih 4. J. J. .tl. .~i~m~rlrc 
To make the resulting algorithm (omitted here) obey detail V, operations in terms 
of IV’ are replaced by operations in terms of S as follows: 
Consider let .o’ : x c W’. In view of detail V. P’ A and the nature of S istack D, 
this statement must be replaced by selection of the top-most object s in S 
such that x r% U. Hy P2.4 the object TOP{ S) satisfies this condition (note that 
S it ( )I and we replace 
-1 .--.. _ 
let AT: s e W’ -9 let .\: : x = TOPQ S 9. 
On account of PM, condition W’ f 0 4 i.e., the guard of the repetit&& 13 
equivalent to mg( S)\ W f 0. The latter, in its turn, is equivalent to rng( SE f 0, 
as is easy to see by using P2.4 and the deftnition of . Thus, the following 
replacement is in order: 
doW’+o -+ doS#(). 
Having turned W’ into a redundant variable, it can be removed from the program 
text. Also, using P2.3 the invariants can be rewritten (and simplified), and we obtain 
as a final algorithm: 
Algorithm 3 
var: U: set of objects; 
S: stack of objects; 
vai:OR+U V:LzkV) 
post: R3: ( U = dep( W) 1 A ( val is consistent ) 
inv: P3 = P3.0 h 93.1 h P3.2, where 
P3.0 : ( W c W u rng( S\ G dep( W) 1 A (val is consistent) 
P~.I:S=()C~~TOP(S)~E U 
P3.2 : W = dom( valb 
action: U, val, s :- #* kj, ( ); 
for w: wE W+S:= PUSH(S, ~9) rot; (P3) 
doS#() 
*let x:x =TOP(S); 
if rng( args( s 1) c U 
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It should be noted that from Algorithm 3 onwards the visiting of objects takes 
place In a depth-first fashion (in the sense of relation H). At any time, the visited 
objects in S (extended with TOP(S)) form a path with respect to w; upon evaluating 
an object this path is shortened bv one edge, after which another path is pursued. 
7. TerminaGon and detection of circularities 
When object x is visited unsuccessfully in Algorithm 3, all of x’s arguments that 
haLi ,;-t-t=y% bgen evaluated are pushed on S at positions higher than that of x. Due 
to the nature ozthese positions are-then considered bq@re the original position 
of x is considered again. Therefore, if x is visited unsuccessfully again later on, it 
must be contained in a cycle, i.e. .x&-. 
Thus to detect circularities, we introduce a set of objects V to record the objects 
that have been visited unsuccessfully-and that have not been evaluated yet. (For 
technical reasons TOP(S) is included in V also; we shall return to this at the end 
of thy next section.) By adding assignments to V, Algorithm 3 is transformed into 
Algoritlun 3* (action only) 
action: U, val, S := c3, ti, (); 
for w: w.z W-, S:= PUSH(S, w) rof; 




*let x:x =TOP(S); 
if rng(args(x)) c= U 
+ val(x) := rule,(VAL(args(x))); 
U, v:= Uu{x}, V\(x); 
do S#() cand TOP(Sk U 
--) s:= POP(S) 
M 
if S+()+ V:= Vw(TOP(S)) 
Cl S=()-+skip 
fi 
CI -$rng[args[x)) G u) 
-*far 3_T:pE (rng[argsdx))\U) 
-CR== PUSH(S,y) 
N#fi 
V:- VQJ {TOP(S)) 
fi 
Iad 
It should be apparent that for Algorithm 3’ the following invariant properties hold: 
P3.3: u r-J v = 0, 
P3.4:S=()corTOPCS)E v. 
In addition we have (not only as a loop invariant, but “everywhere”, i.e., at each 
point after initialization): 





P3.5 states that each object y in V appears at a certain position in S and such 
that it depends on all objects occurring at a higher position in S. It is f’airly easy to 
see that this assertion indeed holds everywhere in Algorithm 3*: its truth is established 
by the initialization and not affected by any statement in the loop body. 
Now P3.5 enables us to detect the presence of an object depending on itself in 
m&S), and hence in dep( W): if during the for-statement an object y is pushed on 
S such that _I’E V holds, then P3.5 (which holds as a precondition to the statement) 
justifies the conclusion y&y. Such a detection will be signaled via a new boolean 
variable circ; this variable will then be used to terminate the activities of the algorithm 
in a ‘*standard** manner: 
Algorithm 4 (action only) 
action: U, val, S, circ:= fi, Y), 0, false; 
for w: M-E W-d:= PUSH(S, HI) rof; 
if S# ()+ V:= {TOP(S)} 




if rng( a&x)$ s U 
--, val(x):= rule,JVAL(args(x))); 
v, v:= Wu(x), V\(x); 
do S#()eandTOP(SjE U 
-*s:= POP(S) 
06 
if S#()+ V:= Vliil(TOP(S)) 
0 S={)+skip 
fi 
Cl i(rngbrgs(x)) 52 l-0 
-+for y:yE (tng(args(x))\U) 
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+ s:= PUSH(S, 4’); 
if J’E V+zkip 
II ?’ E v -+ circ := true 
fi 
r0f; 
v:= Vu (TOP(S)} 
fi 
od 
Claim 7.1. Algorithm 4 terminates and the number of iteration steps is bounded by 
2*#(dep(W))+l. 
Proof. We shall show that each iteration step (except possibly for the last one) 
causes an increase of the number #( U u V) + #( U). As both U and V are bounded 
by dep( W)-and, hence, #( U u V) as well as #( U) are at most #(dep( W))-this 
proves the ciiaim. Here we go: With an execution of the first alternative of the main 
if-clause an object x, (X E V) A (x e U) (on account of P3.4 A P3.1) is transferred 
from V to U, which brings an increase of #( U) by one while #( Uu V) remains 
unchanged. Then, the (current) object TOP(S) may be added to V, where TOP(S) ti U 
due to the guard of the preceding do-loop. This either causes #( Uu V) to increase 
by one (if TOP(S) ti V holds prior to execution) or causes no change whatsoever 
(otherwise). 
For an execution of the second alternative of the if-clause, -we distinguish between 
two cases: 
Case 1.. None of the objects pushed on S during the for-loop is an element of 
VI In that case an object y, y cz ( U u V), is added to V so that #( Uu V) increases 
by one while #( U) remains unchanged. (The object y in question is the last one 
pushed on S during the for-loop; note that it is well defined as (rng(args(x))\ U) # 63 
holds prior to execution of this loop.) 
Case 2. At least one of the objects pushed on S during the for-loop is an element 
of V. Then circ is given the value true and the iteration step concerned at the same 
time is the last step. El 
Thanks to Claim 7.1 the following conclusions can be drawn: 
(i) In CBS of a circular dependency within dep( W), tetqinatior: (%~zs~ z hound 
to happen) mu,st be caused by the true-setting of C& as no regular termkation 
(i.e., due to S s ()) is possible. Conversetr, variable rk ddes awt cause 
terminatian on wrong gr4=5unds (no “false alarm”). Hence we eoarclude that 
the cases ,k~ which circ causes termination and in which a circularity occurs 
wi&in dep( W) coincide. 
(ii) Assume that no circularity occurs within dep( W), On account of (i) variable 
circ then plays no role for the termination of Al orithm 4 In that case 
Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 3 are equivalent in their operation and the 
conclusion is justiiied that-in absence of circularitie~---Algorithn ? i+ a 
t~a:~~‘:: correct algorithm. 
(iii) Algorithm 4 meets a somewhat diflerent qxcification than the preceding 
algorithms; its postcondition reads 
(sire = (E.r:sc dep( W):.rkw 
A ( circ v ( ( U = dep( w) ) h 6 val is consistent 3 1). 
8. An alternative for Algorithm 4 
By a transformation based on “operational grounds”, Algorithm 4 will be convcr- 
ted into a more elegant, though equivalent, algorithm as follows: At initialization 
and at the end of each alternative of the main if-clause there is a statement adding 
the object currently on top of S to V. As the object which is on top of S at the end 
of a step (cq. the initialization) is still on top of S at the beginning of the next step 
(cq. the first step) we suggest that the statements referred to above can be combined 
and moved to the beginning of the loop body, yielding: 
Algorithm 5 (action only) 
action: U,val,S. V,circ := (9, v), ( ), 0, false; 
for H’ : H’ E $a/ 4 s := PUSHl s, H’) rof; 
do §+()A -xirc 
+ let x:x = TOP(S); V:= Vu (x); 
if rng(args(x)I c_ U 
j val( x) := rule,(VAL(args(xJI); 
‘!,V:= U u (xj*V\{s}; 
do Sit()candTOP(Sk U 
+ s:= POP(S) 
od 
0 +rng(args(.r))c U) 
-*for y:yf: (mg(args(x))\U) 
+ 5:= PUSH(S, ?‘I; 
if ye V-,skip 





Without discussin them in detail, wfe make the followin 
rithm 5, V has the (~p~r~t~~~al) int~rpr~t~ti~ a: V contains the objects 
n visited but that tar 
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(ii) It is easy to see that P3.3 and P3.5 still hold for Algorithm 5. P3.4, however, 
does no longer hold. 
(iii) For Algorithm S, the termination argument (and together with that the 
correctness proof for the circularity detection method) is less straightforward 
than the one for Algorithm 4. Actually, this has been the reason for derivirrg 
Algorithm 4 (with TOP{ S) included in V) first, instead of deriving Algorithm 
5 right away. 
9. An implementation of Algorithm 5 
In Algorithm 5 each object belongs 
- the set of evaluated objects U, 
to exactly one of the following sets: 
- the set of visited but not-yet-evaluated objects V, 
- the set of objects that are not visited (and hence not evaluated) OB\( U CJ V). 
Therefore, U and V can be implemented by a variable, three-valued function 
mark : mark E (OB + {e, uJ}) such that 
ma&lx) = 
I 
e, if xE U, 
u, if xE: V, 
.f, if ~EOB\(UU V) 
for all x:xEOB. 
Assignments to mark can be inserted in Algorithm 5, after which U and V may 
be removed. This transformation step is regarded trivial, so let us immediately 
present the resulting algorithm: 
Algorithm 6 (action only) 
action: val, S, circ := fi, 0, false; 
for w: wci W-*S:= PUSW(S, w) rof; 
forx:x~OB+mark(x):=$roC; 
do S#()A Tcirc 
-*let x:x =TOP(S); mark(x):= v; 
if (Ai: I G is #(args(x)): 
mark(args(x).i) = e) 
--+ val(x) := rarle,(YAb(argz~ +C: 
rna,&( x I:= e; 
A. J. J. M. Marcelic 
--*s:= PWSWS, p.); 
if mark(y) f L’ -* skip 





Algorithm 6 exactly reflects the essence of the evaluation strategy presented by 
Jalili in [6]. In the latter paper, the strategy is formulated in terms of derivation 
trees, and attribute dependencies are associated with the individual production rules 
they :*tern from. These details allow of an eficient implementation, but are not 
relevant o the heart of the strategy. 
10. Conclusion 
In this paper it is shown how solutions to an algorithmic problem can be cliassified 
according to the (problem and algorithm) details relevant o them, and, in particular, 
this technique is applied to the problem of attribute valuation to derive an evaluation 
algorithm known from the literature (however, in a formulation containing only 
details relevant o the essence of the strategy). It is also shown that this algorithm 
is totally correct, and runs in time linear with respect o the number of attributes 
to be evaluated (which is claimed, but not justified, in the original paper [6]). 
Application of the classification technique requires an abstract formulation of the 
problem under consideration. This has led to the notion of object evaluation 
structures and object evaluation in Section 3. The merit of this formulation (com- 
pared to the ones usuaily found in literature) lies in the abstraction from the 
underlying derivation tree structure, which most treatises on attribute evaluation 
are centered around. Exploitation of the tree structure nables the development of 
eficient implementations of evaluation strategies; however, we hope to have shown 
that interesting things can be said about the concept of attribute evaluation without 
reference to this tree structure. 
All algorithms in this paper were derived in the abstract context of object 
evaluation structures, and no problem details were introduced. As indicated in 
Section 3, a main prob!em detail in the context of attribute evalu&GB 9cj %.e !oL~~;;zy 
of attribute dependencies induced by the attribute grammar underljjng the problem, 
In addition, several olther estrictions can then be placed on the attribute dependen- 
cies within the grammar ules, leading to wariow subclasses o/f attribute grafrtmars 
(e.g., the ordered grammars of Kastens [g]) for which efficient evaluation strategies 
exist (examples can be found in [3]). We expect hese algorithms to fit in nicely in 
the lower parts of the hierarchy. A particularly important problem detail is the 
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demand that the attribute grammar be noncirdar [9]; this guarantees the existence 
of a unique (consistent) value assignment to the attributes of every derivation tree. 
For the application of the classification technique, also the availability of correct- 
ness-preserving.transformation techniques is indispensable. One of the first publica- 
tions concerning such techniques is by Gerhart [S]; an overview and extensive 
bibliography are provided by Feather [4]. For the particular algorithms derived in 
this paper the application of only one technique sufficed. However, this technique 
is bound to yield programs of a fairly constant shape (as only local transformations 
are used); it does not cover such transformations as loop fusion or exchanging 
iteration and recursion. Therefore, to build a complete hierarchy of algorithms, 
other transformation techniques will be needed as well. 
A widely recognized drawback of the use of transformations for deriving a 
particular algorithm is that the path leading from some initial algorithm to the 
one often tends to grow rather long, where intermediate algorithms on such 
a path are (in themselves) of little interest. However, when using program transforma- 
tions to construct a hierarchy of algorithms the situation is different: in that case 
an intermediate algorithm may be the starting point for several branches in the 
hierarchy, and as such can be useful to indicate the relationship between algorithms 
in different branches. 
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